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,QWURGXFWLRQ� The paper is focussed on aircraft noise. Based on an extensive and detailed
review evaluation criteria are suggested for the prediction of the effects and for the protection
of residents living in the vicinity of civil airports. The protection concept provides graded
assessment values:
– &ULWLFDO�/RDGV indicate noise loads that shall be tolerated only exceptionally during a limited

time.
– 3URWHFWLRQ� *XLGHV� are central assessment values for taking actions to reduce noise

immission.
– 7KUHVKROG�YDOXHV�inform about measurable physiological and psychological reactions due to

noise exposures where long-term adverse health effects are not expected.

Table 1: Evaluation criteria for different protection goals
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Evaluation criteria in terms of noise levels are provided for various protection goals (Tab. 1).
Apart from hearing damage, evaluation criteria are provided for the avoidance of primary
extraaural effects on communication and on sleep, for the avoidance of annoyance as a
secondary effect and for the avoidance of suspected cardiovascular diseases. They enable
authorities to outline the areas around airports, where appropriate measures are mandatory to
protect the residents against the deleterious effects of noise.

The protection goals given in Table 1 refer to the average person. There are, however, persons
and situations where special noise abatement is appropriate. The noise levels presented in
Table 2 are suggested for the indoor environment and refer predominantly to undisturbed
communication and to undisturbed rest and sleep.

7DEOH����3URWHFWLRQ�*RDO��3HUVRQV�DUHDV�ZLWK�VSHFLDO�QHHGV
.LQGHUJDUWHQV� Leq = 36 dBA

6FKRROV� Leq = 40 dBA

+RVSLWDOV� Day: Leq = 36 dBA Lmax = 45 dBA

Night: Leq = 30 dBA Lmax = 40 dBA

2OG�SHROH
V�KRPHV� Day: Leq = 36 dBA Lmax = 51 dBA

Night: Leq = 32 dBA Lmax = 45 dBA

Under the aspect of noise abatement, the effects of aircraft noise on the residents in the vicinity
of airports, is estimated by the calculation of outdoor levels. Where the evaluation values were
defined for the indoor environment a 15 dBA additional is regarded as appropriate due to tilted
windows. The standard values to be calculated are listed in Table 3.

The Protection Guide defined for 'High Annoyance', namely Leq3 = 62 dBA includes, the
critical loads for the suspected health effects and for outdoor communication.

7DEOH����6WDQGDUG�YDOXHV�IRU�WKH�FDOFXODWLRQ�RI�LVRFRQWRXUV
3URWHFWLRQ�*XLGHV &ULWLFDO�/RDGV

'D\WLPH� Leq = 62 dBA Leq = 65 dBA

Lmax = 25 x 90 dBA Lmax = 19 x 99 dBA

1LJKWWLPH� Lmax, 22-1h = 8 x 71 dBA Lmax, 22-6h = 6 x 75 dBA

Lmax, 1-6h = 5 x 68 dBA

. Lmax, 22-6h = 13 x 68 dBA

Leq, 22-1h = 50 dBA

Leq, 1-6h = 47 dBA

Leq, 22-6h = 50 dBA Leq, 22-6h = 55 dBA

A major disadvantage and thereby one reason for future revisions is that there are currently no
models for the assessment of the effects that are caused by the simultaneous influence of noise
from different sources. This is particularly relevant for airports where an increase of air traffic
is always associated with an increase of road and rail traffic.


